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Dejan Grba 

Teaching Statement 

VIEWS ON ART EDUCATION 

Key concepts and principles of art education should emerge from our appreciation and 
understanding of the subjects, achievements, consequences and potentials of the arts in 
relation with science, technology and other areas of human creativity. It should embody and 
develop the principal skills for the arts in 21st century: creativity, critical thinking, collaboration, 
communication, working smart, and learning how to learn. In a broader prospect, it should 
address global challenges by expanding human creativity, by exploring manifestations and 
implications of human intelligence, and by defining cogent strategies for the responsible 
development and application of the arts. 

The arts and the art education are reflected in the society and influenced by it, so they should 
examine, critique and overcome their biases and circumstances rather than opportunistically 
serve the current political dictates or economic demands. To transcend the currently prevailing 
but overall short-sighted preference for vocational-training-oriented art curricula, a responsible 
art education should encourage an open-minded experimental approach and empower students’ 
technical skills with broader theoretical knowledge, appreciation, and deeper practical 
understanding of the arts and related disciplines. This requires art educators to be honestly 
devoted and proactive in their advocacy for quality and integrity of education as a keystone of 
our civilization. 

Throughout my career, I have learned to appreciate the privilege of being an artist, and to 
respect the responsibilities of being an educator and researcher. Every human being has the 
right to explore the arts in any preferred mode of engagement: from pursuing professional 
career to enjoying casual enrichment of everyday life. Art education should epitomize high 
professional standards based on diversity, inclusivity, equity, and justice. However, academic 
studies are not a multi-year choose-your-adventure tourist package; they require dedication, 
open-mindedness, and deeply sincere approach based on humility and on the awareness of 
own capacity for change trough learning. 

As the arts have evolved into a complex network of interrelated interests, skillsets, methods, 
practices, and contexts for expression and meaning making, studying art also requires courage, 
persistence, patience, and passion from all involved actors: students, faculty, staff, and 
administrators. The point of studying art is to cultivate our wonder, care, and interest for 
exploring art as a unique human faculty, so the prime condition for studying (art) successfully is 
learning how to learn. An artist advances through individuation, reflection, and problem-solving, 
by continuously empowering their talent with hard work, reasoning and learning the practical, 
technical and theoretical features of their relevant art interest. This is why, in every academic 
environment, art students are highly responsible for the quality and outcomes of their education. 

TEACHING INTERESTS 

My teaching centres around experimental interplay between art, science/technology and society 
in order to initiate meaningful transformations of human experience. I have taught visual arts 
disciplines such as drawing, painting, sculpture, photography, video, installation, generative art, 
interactive art, experimental animation, sound art, and game art, with special interest in their 
interdisciplinary and emerging aspects. I approach these disciplines with enthusiasm for their 
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creative and expressive potentials, and with a critical view on their cultural contexts, ethical 
consequences and political implications. 

For example, generative art unfolds in a range of creative methodologies for consciously 
interacting predefined systems with different factors of unpredictability in conceptualizing, 
producing and presenting the artwork. It appreciates the artwork as a dynamic catalysing event 
or process, inspired by curiosity, susceptible to chance and open for change. My teaching 
generative art pertains to exploring its poetic, expressive and cognitive scopes, studying 
concepts and mastering techniques for the creation of analogue or digital art projects. 

Interactive art is a heterogeneous multidisciplinary realm of art and design, in which the artists 
employ the existing and invent new methods for active transformation of the artwork in relation 
to the participant. My teaching interactive art pertains to studying concepts and poetics, and to 
providing students with the frameworks for learning interaction techniques and tools. 

Within a broad context of contemporary art, drawing, painting, sculpture, photography, video, 
installation, experimental animation, sound art, and game art have evolved into complex 
disciplines with diverse methodologies and applications. My teaching these subjects pertains to 
exploring their creative potentials by focusing on contemporary technologies, to studying 
divergent artistic approaches and poetics, their historical and contemporary cultural contexts. It 
introduces the students to the ideas, techniques and tools for making artworks of various scales 
and degrees of complexity. It provides the basis for understanding the conceptual and 
theoretical layers of the creative strategies in these fields through critical assessment of their 
cultural, economic and political aspects. 

METHODOLOGY AND TEACHING STYLE 

My teaching methodology is defined by flexibility, adaptability, anticipation and proactive 
innovation. It has benefited from, and contributed to my research, enabling me to successfully 
use diverse methodologies to run practice-based (studio), theoretical (seminar), and hybrid 
courses. My teaching methodology is focused on exploratory learning, with an emphasis on 
inventive use of various technical systems for a responsible art production, and for gaining deep 
understanding of the creative processes, their communicative powers, educational potentials 
and social impacts. It has been enhanced by supervising students of various profiles, 
departments, schools, and cultural backgrounds. 

My teaching style is expansive and collaborative. I expose students to a range of ideas from the 
arts, science, technology, philosophy/theory and popular culture. The focus is on developing 
effective research and production techniques, mastering skills and building competences for the 
creation of cogent, engaging and socially relevant artworks. This is achieved by combining 
intellectually open experimentation with a sound balance of motivation, interests, individual and 
collaborative studio work, learning, critical thinking, assessment, evaluation and communication. 

ALUMNI 

My alumni have been pursuing successful careers as artists, designers, academics and 
entrepreneurs. Some of them are Vladimir Todorović, Blake Marques Carrington, Alina Ling, 
Dylan Moore, Ján Skaličan, Denis Kozerawski, Laurel Severin, Slavica Panić, Ivan Grubanov, 
Nemanja Nikolić, Isidora Krstić, Nina Ivanović, Aljoša Ninković, Ana Nedeljković, Damjan 
Kovačević, Jelena Vitorović, Nataša Stojanović, Ana Banduka, Deana Petrović, Martina 
Petrović, Aleksandra Kovačević, Julijana Protić, Jelena Nikolić, Veljko Onjin, DigitGroup and 
Dragana Grbić. 

http://tadar.net/
http://blakemarquescarrington.com/index.php
https://www.alinaling.com/
http://binarytree.org/
https://cargocollective.com/janskalican
http://www.kozerawski.sk/
https://vimeo.com/laurelseverin
http://www.slavicapanic.com/
http://grubanov.wordpress.com/
http://www.nemanjanikolic.com/
https://www.isidorakrstic.com/
https://sites.google.com/site/ninaivanovicnina/
https://vimeo.com/user15376875
http://www.ananedeljkovic.com/
https://damjankovacevic83.wixsite.com/damjankovacevic
https://damjankovacevic83.wixsite.com/damjankovacevic
https://www.saatchiart.com/all?query=jelena%20vitorovic
http://cargocollective.com/natasastojanovic
http://www.behance.net/ana-banduka
https://www.behance.net/deanapetrovic
https://cargocollective.com/martinapetrovic
https://cargocollective.com/martinapetrovic
https://aleksandrakovacevi.wixsite.com/tldr
https://www.linkedin.com/in/julijana-protic-702a6715
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